ICS COOL ENERGY
Specialist Provider of Hire Process Heating and HVAC Equipment

Heating, Hot Water and Domestic Hot Water Hire
Heating capacities 3kW – 1.3mW single units and Multi-Megawatt Packages
We've been hiring temperature control systems for 25 years and can offer you and your clients a wide range of heating and hot water generating equipment, on a fast or pre-planned basis.

We offer a premium service and fully turnkey site support to help your staff on site.

Our Hire Engineers can visit you quickly and help find a solution to manage most breakdown, remedial and additional duty requirements.

As an added value service, we can offer you full fuel management, fuel monitoring to help your site operations and a remote monitoring facility on our boiler fleet.

Please find enclosed a review of our services and products ranges.

Why hire ICS Cool Energy
We are here to support you
Providing you with a first class rental service
Boilers and Domestic Hot Water Systems
Large Hot Water and Domestic Hot Water Services
IDF’s and Portable Range
Heating and Rooftops
Portable Heaters
Fuel Management and Remote Monitoring
Calorifiers and Temporary Hot Water Storage
Accreditation and Certification
Reliability is our watchword

Our test procedures ensure that all equipment is regularly serviced and upgraded to the best condition it can be. Our current ready to operate measure gives us a 99.8% success rate. We completely understand that our kit needs to work first time and fully operate in tandem with our customers' system, process and premises.

An International Network

Our services stretch throughout Europe, with a central depot structure currently in the UK, Ireland, Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria, Poland, Italy, Sweden, Finland, Belgium and the Netherlands.

In addition to this, we have successfully completed in excess of 1,000 projects outside of these countries.

Industry Leading Products

As a dedicated temperature solutions provider, we offer the latest energy efficient range of hire boilers and heaters from 3kW all the way through to 1,300kW single units.

We strive to provide the very best level of service to our customers and to support this we are ISO9001, 14001 and 18001 accredited. We are also Gas Safe registered too.

TEMPERATURE RENTAL SOLUTIONS BUILT AROUND YOU

We are here to support you.

ICS Cool Energy has worked alongside our customers and their clients on over 30,000 individual hire projects large and small, long and short-term. We always strive to recommend the most practical and cost effective solution for each application, whether on a planned or emergency basis.

Wherever possible we aim to get to our customers on the same day they make an enquiry, and in the case of an emergency, within 4 hours of our projects being managed face-to-face, and on site before anything is delivered. We aim to provide absolute flexibility in terms of the right hire packages to suit individual customer needs. Because every site and project is different.

96% of our experienced hire engineers are tasked to provide the correct solution – first time, oversee the installation, and manage the project throughout its lifetime on site. One contact and one relationship.

25 years
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We stock a wide range of heaters and hot water boilers in the fleet for internal or external siting. Our current fleet average age is 1.4 years old. Every unit in our rental fleet is subjected to a specific number of key tests before being green carded and made ready for hire. Need a small R & D heater or boiler? No problem, our smallest unit can manage just 3kW of heat/hour. Fuel management. We can provide a round-the-clock supply service - including a fuel monitoring service and one simple monthly invoice with POD’s. Some designed projects need absolute contingency (N + 1). We can provide equipment on site, on standby, or reserved in our depot. Need to hire for up to 5 years? No problem. We can provide specific equipment to meet long term needs. Available where restricted leases or projects don’t make capital investment viable – rent instead.

Did you know...

- **7,000 rental units**: We stock a wide range of heaters and hot water boilers in the fleet for internal or external siting. Our current fleet average age is 1.4 years old.
- **60 point check**: Every unit in our rental fleet is subjected to a specific number of key tests before being green carded and made ready for hire.
- **3kW**: Need a small R & D heater or boiler? No problem, our smallest unit can manage just 3kW of heat/hour.
- **24/7 back-up service**: Fuel management. We can provide a round-the-clock supply service - including a fuel monitoring service and one simple monthly invoice with POD’s.
- **100% contingency**: Some designed projects need absolute contingency (N + 1). We can provide equipment on site, on standby, or reserved in our depot.
- **260 weeks**: Need to hire for up to 5 years? No problem. We can provide specific equipment to meet long term needs. Available where restricted leases or projects don’t make capital investment viable – rent instead.
ENERGY EFFICIENT BOILER HIRE

Need a reliable source of hot water for a specific application?

ICS Cool Energy have an extensive range of electrically powered rental boilers, or dual-fuel rental boilers (gas/oil), for larger applications to meet your site specific requirements and help maintain your productivity.

These are all designed for unmanned operation and feature the latest environmentally-friendly fuel saving features, thermostatic control with energy efficient twin and triple stage heating operation.

Built in secure, lockable containers the hire fleet can be easily lifted and moved in to position by forklift or crane.

We can also supply Domestic Hot Water (DHW) for buildings and temporary events, where local supplies are under maintenance, refurbishment or not local enough for cost-effective operation.

We can also provide different hot water temperatures throughout your site.

Boilers and Domestic Hot Water Systems

We can also offer you the following services:

- Fully tested and maintained equipment UK-wide.
- 24/7 fully-manned back up throughout your project.
- N+1 or equipment on standby should you require 100% contingency.
- Fully bunded bulk fuel tanks (PPG2) and a cost effective fuel service.
- A fully qualified installation and commissioning team for all projects.
- Fuel site assessment, H&S, maintenance service and documentation.
- Basic monitoring training for your site manager and on-call personnel.
- All necessary connecting water hoses, pumps, pressurisation vessels and valves.
- A wide range of bulk water tanks to help provide large or small buffer water volume.
- Delivery, lift and shift, crane use and collection services.
- Separate non-ferrous heat exchangers for DHW options.
- Rental air handlers and fan coils capable of producing warm low grade heat for rooms and temporary areas (example below).
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Large or small projects

We carefully treat every project with the same focus and management control. So whether you need a straightforward 150kW emergency boiler for hot water supply or a multi-megawatt district heating hot water ring main – be rest assured that we will look after every project with the same dedication.

All rental boilers are housed within steel container and skidded enclosures to provide weather resistant protection enabling external positioning and increased protection from environmental elements. They have been designed for easy positioning and a fast rental set up with sturdy forklift pockets, large purpose-built swing door for easy unit access and ISO corners for lifting.

We can also help you manage the necessary requirements of the Clean Air Act and provide additional flue and safety zone advice.

Typical Boiler Hire Applications

- **Boiler failure or refurbishment**
  Keeping essential hot water and heating services on line to help maintain contract/landlord commitments.

- **Building refurbishment**
  Hot water for construction and personnel use on site.

- **District heating systems**
  Providing additional hot water during peak demand or outages.

- **Schools**
  Hot water to replace a boiler breakdown or gas main leak.

- **Leisure Centre**
  Temporarily heating a swimming pool and providing hot water for visitor use.

- **Industrial & Process**
  - Hot water to a jacketed vessel
  - Temporary help providing hot water to a fermentation process
  - Localised hot water supply where steam temperature was unreliable and restricting production
  - R&D requirement for a local hot water supply and tank to feed a new process

- **Airport**
  Hot water to heat a HVAC coil on an existing air handler during maintenance.

- **Warehouse**
  Heating a storage space to keep the quality of goods within specification.

- **Hatcheries**
  Safe keeping a temperature controlled environment.

- **Under-floor heating**
  Providing thermostatically controlled hot water on stepped temperature increases during the curing of screed. Also, testing of system before the fixed system has been installed and commissioned.
TAILORED HEATING TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Indirect Heaters For Hire

We can help you with Indirect Fired Diesel Heater packages (IDF) on a same or next day basis. Indirect heaters offer large volumes of clean, warm and dry air which can be used to provide heating for large spaces such as warehouses, marquees, workshops as well as building site drying and drying buildings out after flooding. Where you may be unsure of the best product to suit a site or application our nationwide team of local engineers can visit you or your clients’ site to recommend the ideal solution.

Our rental range offers indirect fired diesel heaters in three capacities 70kW, 100kW and 200kW. The units are ruggedly constructed and are designed for easy positioning with the smaller models fitted with trolleys and compact enough to fit through doorways, while the larger unit features fork lifting points and crane hooks. At all capacities the units are easy to use control and each unit features a thermostat control and protection from overheating.

How do they work?

Using red diesel fuel oil as its fuel the IDF heater provides clean dry and safe heating air because, the flame is contained in a burn chamber which heats the heat exchanger, the cooler air passes over and around the heat exchanger heating the air and the product of combustion are discharged via a separate chimney. The units feature built in thermostats ensuring fuel is not wasted by unnecessary running and overheating the area being warmed.

We can offer you the following services:

- 24/7 fully-manned back up throughout your project
- Fully bunded bulk fuel tanks (PPG2) and a cost effective fuel service
- A fully qualified installation and commissioning team for all projects
- Full site assessment, H&S, maintenance service and documentation
- Basic monitoring training for your site manager and on-call personnel
- Delivery, lift and shift, crane use and collection services

Typical Heating Hire Applications

- Heating areas on the premises during boiler maintenance and refurbishment
- Help maintain a storage temperature to keep products within their design quality guidelines
- Keeping areas warm for staff during unseasonal cold spells
- Total site refurbishment of all services
- Heating a temporary building or structure during an event
- Keeping animals and livestock warm throughout the year
- Helping keeping outside broadcast areas warm for production and staff welfare
- Universities & Education – providing temperature control to graduation, exam, classrooms and temporary events. Heating halls of residence.
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ICS Cool Energy’s small scale portable fan heater range is available from 3kW – 42kW. These units operate easily from a 3-pin plug providing safe heat, which is ideally suited for warming office areas, shops, marquee structures, industrial workplaces and where there is a need for localised heating fast.

The smaller scale heater range is lightweight and compact in design enabling the units to be easily lifted and positioned in offices and work areas making them ideal for temporary rental installations. All units within this range are free-standing units and offer a consistently high level of air flow directing warm air to specific areas by utilising air ducts situated in the front of the unit.
Portable Boilers

ELECTRIC BOILERS
FOR HIRE

The units within the range are compact in design, as well as being extremely flexible and durable supporting planned and emergency requirements on a long or short term rental basis.

ICS Cool Energy’s electric boilers offer quick user friendly replacement for under floor heating and other temporary hot water applications for boiler failures, events or temporary accommodation.

ICS Cool Energy’s HWPE’s connects directly to sites pre-existing heating system minimising the set up time and restoring heat easily with minimal disruption. Furthermore the units are supplied on lightweight trolleys to aid mobility and enable units to be easily and discretely positioned. Depending on the plug and power supply used the units are capable of operating with a heat output of 3kW, 11kW, 19kW and 36kW and where required can operate in parallel to provide greater duties.

ELECTRIC BOILERS
FOR HIRE

Typical Portable Boiler Applications

Workspaces
Locally heating cold areas or whole environments during maintenance or boiler failures.

New buildings/refurbishments
Heat load test of air conditioning and data storage HVAC equipment.

Schools, Colleges & Universities
Heating classrooms, lecture halls and meeting rooms.

Hospitals & Healthcare
Heating patient, storage and staff areas.

Leisure Centres
Temporarily heating public spaces and changing areas.

Events
Heating cold areas of marquees, reception spaces, backstage, temporary events and product launches.

Warehousing
- Heating goods-in areas and dispatch offices.
- Keeping products and equipment warm during frost/snow conditions.
- Tempering products in a controlled environment.
- R&D requirement for a local hot air supply with variable temperatures and airflow.

Under-floor heating
Providing thermostatically controlled hot water on stepped temperature increases during the curing of screed. Also, testing of system before the fixed system has been installed and commissioned.
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ICS Cool Energy can offer you complete peace of mind during your rental project.

We offer fuel level monitoring nationwide throughout the project and fuel supply, which is monitored by us centrally via GPRS (GSM when signal strength is low), to provide real-time information and fuel level alarms.

If you want to buy the fuel yourself, we can also monitor and alert you when your tank fuel level is getting low, so you can order the fuel before it runs dry. Reducing the need for engineer visits, extra call-out costs and the hassle with downtime on site.

Where needed, we can manage your fuel for you, reducing the need for more suppliers, more invoices and additional duties by your staff onsite.

We can keep your system topped-up at a very competitive price, and you alerted of any fuel deliveries. Just select which service you would prefer.

We manage & report for you

No additional cables or extra on-site work is needed by your staff or clients.

We can also provide you with a monthly report detailing your fuel use, record of alarms and fuel orders with us, so that you do not have to monitor this aspect of your rental project – We do it for you!

REMOTE MONITORING OF HIRE EQUIPMENT

What do you do when your chiller, HVAC or heating system fails?

We would prefer that we both worked together and planned to prevent this from happening when you hire from us. We know that Hire offers a fast, resilient, long or short-term remedy to breakdowns, shutdowns, seasonal demands and planned outages.

However, delivering hire kit to site does offer a change to site procedures and the running of your applications and processes.

A Remote Monitoring Platform - iMonitor

ICS Cool Energy can provide remote monitoring packages to specific sites whose focus is the following:

- 24hr site operation
- 100% uptime
- Sensitive temperature controlled applications
- BMS requiring reporting for their tenants
- Food quality production
- Proving R&D trials and new equipment/machinery
- Improving Operational Efficiencies
- Load testing
- Risk Management and reducing the impact

Whatever your business focus or contingency plan, ICS Cool Energy Hire can provide you and your clients with a real-time reporting level of monitoring throughout the UK and Europe.

Need a hire chiller, air conditioning system or boiler fast? Then we offer a wide selection of the latest energy efficient equipment on a same or next day basis. From simple 1kW chillers helping project R&D trials, close control to MRI scanners, spot cooling a server room, providing hot water to a 14-storey building, all the way through to a multi-megawatt cooling project on a petrochemical refinery. With over 20,000 such hire projects successfully managed, you can rely on our business to support your every need.

Website: www.icscoolenergy.com
What can you do when your water storage tank fails?

ICS Cool Energy have a wide range of hot water buffer vessels and calorifiers for rent, which can be used during replacement and new build projects.

Hot water storage and the efficient capture of heat energy is fundamental to most building operations, so we have developed a range of vessels with a range of capacities and associated pump and pressure management systems to suit.

Peak demand for hot water can vary and the need for a contingency too, therefore we can offer a site survey and recommendations for best practice to ensure that any temporary system can fully manage what is required.

This can also include the distribution of hot water around the building by utilising temporary potable water hoses.

Portable DHW Applications

We can also supply Domestic Hot Water (DHW) for buildings and temporary events, where local supplies are under maintenance, refurbishment or not local enough for cost-effective operation.

Some applications such as hotels, schools and sports centres have no demand or draw off for long periods, and then a large demand for a short period of time. Our hire calorifiers and hot water storage tanks can be sized to manage this peak demand and potential short recovery periods.

On demand hot water and the thermal storage hire can be vented or unvented (with expansion vessel) systems can be installed to match of improve the incumbent system requirements.

We simply mirror or re-build what was originally installed.

This can be stored remotely in a purpose-built container on site, or internally and locally to where the original system was situated. Depending on what is planned and practical for the on-site works.

We can also provide different hot water temperatures in separate circuits by utilising our own hot water boiler fleet.

Furthermore, our engineers can offer a range of pressure & temperature relief valves, expansion relief valves, pressure reducing valves and heat exchangers to suit the application. These can be hired as part of the package.

We can offer you the following services:

- Fully tested and maintained equipment UK-wide
- 24/7 fully-manned back up throughout your project
- N+1 or equipment on standby should you require 100% contingency
- A fully qualified installation and commissioning team for all projects
- Full site assessment, H&HS, maintenance service and documentation
- Basic monitoring training for your site manager and on-call personnel
- All necessary connecting water hoses, pumps, pressurisation vessels and valves
- Delivery, lift and shift, crane use and collection services
- Separate non-ferrous heat exchangers for DHW options
- A wide range of bulk water tanks to help provide large or small buffer water volume

Typical Calorifier and Hot Water Storage Applications

- Calorifier failure or replacement: Keeping essential hot water and heating services on line to help maintain contract/landlord commitments.
- New building: Heat load test of hot water pipework prior to full installation.
- Late Deliveries: Keep your project on target by temporarily renting a system.
- District heating systems: Providing additional hot water during peak demand or outages.
- Building refurbishment: Temporary hot water for construction and personnel use on site.
- Short-term leases: Why invest in a fully-installed system, when you could only be in the building for a short period of time?
- No capital or budget to buy: Simply rent a system until you have gained budget approval.


Furthermore, ICS Cool Energy is also certified member of the British Safety Council to maintain and enhance a safe safety-first environment for our workers and employees.
Contact us today

on freephone: 0800 840 4210 or
visit our website: www.icscoolenergy.com